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Question No : 1  

What is the main purpose of the work item discussion section?  

 

A. to add notes and exchange information about the work item  

 

B. to assign the owner of the work item  

 

C. to move the work item through its lifecycle to the resolved state  

 

D. to associate a work item with a release  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)  

 

A. The Deliver operation copies change sets from the repository workspace to the flow target.  

 

B. The Check-In operation copies files modified from the local sandbox to the repository workspace.  

 

C. The Check-Out operation copies files from the repository workspace into the local sandbox.  

 

D. The Accept operation copies change sets from the flow target into the repository workspace and local 

sandbox.  

 

Answer: A,B,D  

 

 

Question No : 3  

An organization uses the Formal Project Management process template for a project. Some work items in 

the Gantt chart view of an iteration plan for the project are shown in red. What does red indicate?  

 

A. high severity  

 

B. high priority  

 

C. on the critical path  

 

D. unassigned  
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Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 4  

A team wants to make some attributes mandatory when work items are created. In order to meet this 

objective, want can be done in Rational Team Concert ?  

 

A. Work item attributes are all optional by design and there is no way to define mandatory attributes for 

work items  

 

B. Add a precondition to the Work Item Save operation to define which fields in a work item must be filled 

in before it can be saved  

 

C. Work item attributes are all mandatory by design. Users who create a work item are required to fill in all 

the attributes.  

 

D. Add a follow-up action to the Work Item Save operation to define the error message to display when 

mandatory attributes are not filled in  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

When does the RTC SCM detect conflicts? (Choose two.)  

 

A. When incoming and outgoing change sets are coming from the same user  

 

B. When incoming and outgoing change sets include changes to the same file  

 

C. When incoming and outgoing change sets include changes to the same folders  

 

D. When incoming and outgoing change sets are coming from two different users  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

In an iteration plan, which value is represented by the length of the progress bar  

 

A. The amount of work estimated  

 

B. The amount of work completed  
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C. The amount of work on schedule  

 

D. The amount of active work  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 7  

What is the velocity for a development team following the Scrum process template?  

 

A. the average number of hours the team can deliver in an iteration  

 

B. the average number of stories the team can deliver in an iteration  

 

C. the average number of story points the team can deliver in an iteration  

 

D. the average number of tasks the team can deliver in an iteration  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 8  

What are configurable items for the process template?  

 

A. timelines, iterations, roles, and operational behaviors  

 

B. plugins, cheat sheets, and dependencies  

 

C. Java source code, source comments, and event handlers  

 

D. categories, releases, and access control  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

What does the permission indicated below in the Team Configuration of a Project Area Editor allow role 

members to do? Team Configuration-> Source Control->Replicate change sets->replicate  
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A. replicate change sets to another user's workspace  

 

B. deliver changes to a flow target on a different RTC server  

 

C. deliver automatically all the changes made in a workspace  

 

D. replicate the profile of a user on another RTC server  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which statement best describes Rational Team Concert?  

 

A. It is part of the Rational solution for Collaborative Lifecycle Management and provides the quality 

management capabilities.  

 

B. It extends the Rational solution for Collaborative Lifecycle Management with design management 

capabilities.  

 

C. It is part of the Rational solution for Collaborative Lifecycle Management and provides change and 

configuration management capabilities.  

 

D. It extends the Rational solution for Collaborative Lifecycle Management with asset management and 
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governance capabilities.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

A project manager is creating a new plan view and does not like the default display. What are the other 

plan view display options?  

 

A. Work Breakdown, Taskboard, and Roadmap  

 

B. Load, Progress (Hours), and Progress (Size)  

 

C. Tree, Bars, and Folder  

 

D. Tree, Taskboard, and Kanban  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 12  

Which format is used to download the results of a work item query in the web client?  

 

A. .docx  

 

B. .html  

 

C. .pdf  

 

D. .csv  

 

E. .odp  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 13  

A user discovers they have outgoing pending changes they did not make. What is the most likely 

explanation?  

 

A. Someone else delivered changes to the user's repository workspace.  

 

B. Someone reverted changes that the user had already accepted in their repository workspace.  
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